


Let’s start with a pop quiz. What do these things have in common?



Each of these wildly successful products was disrupted by another. But what makes them unique – they were disrupted by the same company that produced the 

original product.  

Memory chips accounted for over 90% of Intel’s sales, before the company scrapped the business in favor of processors.

The iPod accounted for ~ 40% of Apple’s sales the year before the iPhone was released. 

NFLX famously disrupted its entire DVD-by-mail business, betting the company on an unproven technology.



Today, I’d like to discuss what we believe is the most significant market regime change in over a decade.



Let’s take a walk down tobacco road.



Tobacco doesn’t have a great reputation.

Despite what these doctors might tell you, cigarettes are bad for you.



Early advertising campaigns may have been a little suspect. 



Little boys were much cooler those days. 



So were little girls . . .  



So, what’s changed?

And why’s the sector mispriced?

We believe the relentless selling was driven by two factors. 



A decade of speculation has distorted "normal" for an entire generation of investors.



We believe tobacco is extremely well-positioned in a world that’s woken up from this fantasy, where profits are again more important than promises.

It’s a countercyclical business, selling a highly addictive product with tremendous brand loyalty, that prints almost as much cash as the Fed.



It may lack the sex appeal of rocket ships or driverless cars but tobacco more than makes up for it in consistency.

That consistency has driven over a century of long-term outperformance.



Consumer businesses with strong brands and inelastic demand demonstrate tremendous pricing power. 

The tobacco industry is perhaps the single best example of this dynamic.  Simply put, price is not the primary determinant of choice in tobacco.  

If it was, Marlboro wouldn't control the US market.



Brand loyalty, pricing power, and highly attractive unit economics generate best-in-class margins.



Greta and her friends are the first factor we’ll discuss today.

Bull market millennial mentality has facilitated a furious flow into ESG funds.



Signatures on The Tobacco-Free Finance Pledge represent over $12 TRILLION in AUM.

The impact is even larger in Europe, where exclusions cover up to a third of assets in the region. 



Bottom line: surging interest in ESG alongside surging capital flows into related funds, caused tobacco valuations to plummet. 



Greta and her friends also played a role in the second factor creating today’s opportunity. 



JUUL’s growth exploded in 2017.  

And with it, the decline in tobacco volumes accelerated. 



Historically, the tobacco sector traded in line with consumer staples.  

But the sector de-rated aggressively on the heels of accelerating volume declines.  

Tobacco recently traded at a 50% discount to the consumer sector.  We think this is overdone and may now be reversing.



One company is best positioned to capitalize on emerging trends in the sector.    

The stock’s current valuation simply fails to discount the shifting economics of its business.    

Next, we’ll provide a quick overview of the company, discuss how it’s disrupting the industry, and close with some thoughts on valuation.



PMI is the largest tobacco company in the world (ex-China).



Its roots date back to a tobacco shop on Bond Street in 1847.

Since its initial stock listing in 1919, PMI has experienced quite the evolution acquiring Miller Brewing Company, General Foods, and Kraft, before changing its 

name to Altria and spinning most of these businesses off, along with its international operations – PMI.



That business today, PMI, sells Phillip Morris products around the world with the exception of the US and China.



Everyone knows that cigarette volumes have been declining for decades.



But despite those volume declines revenues have continued to grow thanks to tobacco’s incredible pricing power.



And returns on capital are off the charts.



Next, I want to spend our remaining time on how PMI is disrupting its business.



PM has invested almost $10B in RRPs over the past decade.  

The results speak for themselves.   It took Marlboro five decades to reach 13% share of the nicotine market.

IQOS has captured more than half of that share within five years . . . . . . and it’s only available in only half the world !!



IQOS is already the number two brand in markets where it is present.  It should reach the number two position – globally - next year, despite being available in only 

half the world. It launched in 2015 and already has over 20 million customers worldwide. About 70% of those customers were PMI customers.     

The balance represents share gains.



Overall RRPs hold about ~ 12% share of the global nicotine market. And PM has captured half of this market.

Heated Tobacco Products are the largest category within RRPs. PM’s share here is even more dominant at about 80% today. 



While iQOS has already passed 20M users, RRPs are only a sliver of the total nicotine market.     

The global cigarette market ex-China is ~ 35x the size of HTPs.



IQOS revenue per unit is ~ 2.5x combustible revenues so volume growth comes with accelerating revenue growth.     

Converted iQOS users also smoke more to achieve the same level of nicotine so we get increased frequency as well.    



But revenues don’t tell the whole story either.  Gross margins - at about 75% - are 10 points higher than the already incredible gross margins on combustible cigarettes.  And 

SG&A should continue to scale ultimately exceeding combustible operating margins.  As a result, iQOS is 2-4x more profitable than combustibles depending on geography.

Bottom Line: cows that generate this much cash for this long are a rare breed.  It’s even more rare to find cash-generating animals willing to disrupt the entire farm.  And 

it’s almost unimaginable that one of the most profitable cows in farm history transforms itself into a different animal altogether, while actually improving unit economics. 



Okay. Let’s back up for a second before wrapping up.    

Let’s say that energy was the best performing sector in 2022.  Would anybody be surprised if I told you that the number of ESG funds that own energy stocks 

doubled or tripled?  Because that’s exactly what’s happened this year.  So what might prompt a similar shift in thinking towards the tobacco stocks? 



It’s the top-ranked Big Tobacco company in terms of its commitment to tobacco harm reduction, as measured by The Tobacco Transformation Index. 

It’s also been included in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index for the second consecutive year.  This puts PM among the top 20% of companies in ESG performance, 

per S&P Global.



As these products make up a larger and larger percentage of the business, we think perceptions will begin to shift.

RRPs make up more than 30% of PMI sales today. They’ll be more than half the business in a few years. 



The next phase is strategic expansion.  Unlike some of their peers, we think PMI management has an excellent capital allocation track record. 



This one is a game changer.

The synergies here are perhaps the greatest we’ve seen in a strategic acquisition.



We think this deal is a home run. Match dominates the market for nicotine pouches and stands to benefit most from its growth. 

The category should grow volumes at better than 30% annually, with little cyclicality, high gross margins, and strong cash generation.  

And it provides PM with a re-entry into the US.



It also gives PM the dominant brand in oral nicotine which should grow volumes at better than 30% annually. 



Giving PM a global presence in every category.



So . . . What’s it worth?

Valuation is an imprecise science.

So, we triangulate our fair value estimates from several different angles to increase our degree of confidence.



SaaS businesses have been all the rage for the past decade.  At least until this year. But most investors don’t realize that they borrowed the business model from a 

different industry. 

I present to you . . . Smokes as a Service, with unmatched unit economics.



Smokes as a Service boasts unmatched unit economics.

To start, churn is essentially zero.  Customer lifetime value really is the customer’s lifetime in most cases.

At the same time, Customer Acquisition Costs are low and declining. Breakeven in new markets is less than a year now so margin gains should accelerate.



Gross margins are a tad below the largest enterprise SaaS companies. But PM doesn’t require nearly as much marketing spend to drive growth. And it certainly 

doesn’t need to give away the company to incentive employees.

Yet, despite similar or perhaps superior economics, the company still trades at a massive discount to its sexier software peers.



Many would point to the delta in growth rates as the driver of this disconnect.  But high multiples are about more than growth.

Growth rates and multiples don’t move in lockstep since growth requires investment.

As a result, returns on capital play a key role in translating growth into multiples.



Some of you might struggle comping PM to SNOW.  

So let’s take a look at how we measure up to the top five global consumer companies.

PM’s ROIC is more than 3x the average, is growing 50% faster, and trading at a massive discount to the group.  Something doesn’t add up here.



PM will be a smoke-free company.  

It’s not a question of if. It’s a question of when.

And at some point between now and then, the market will value PMI MUCH differently.



Most SoTP analyses are purely academic exercises.  But in this case, we think it makes sense to take management at their word and value the individual parts separately. This is our 

“back of the napkin” valuation.  We assume revenues grow at 5% annually (we think this is conservative given the accelerating uptake of IQOS and the potential to re-enter the US 

market). We assume both segments earn 45% EBIT margins (we believe IQOS margins should ultimately exceed combustible margins as SG&A declines and the business 

demonstrates operating leverage). We assume the combustible segment trades at 12.5x – in line with the sector’s historical average. And we assume RRPs trade at 25x – roughly in 

line with the top global consumer staples franchises).

Bottom line: after backing out net debt and accounting for cumulative dividends, we believe shares have the potential to double over the next few years. 



Everyone is quitting tobacco these days. The stocks haven’t seen this magnitude of underperformance since the late 90s.  

Back then, tech was roaring, value was dead, and the sector was uninvestable.  

The stocks went on to outperform the market by several hundred percent over the next decade.  We think the setup is incredibly similar today.  

It’s Boomer Time.








